READING AND WRITING LEARNING PROGRESSIONS
Need a way to spot potential student learning gaps?
Reading comprehension and written composition are reciprocal processes. Explicit instruction that integrates
reading and writing supports an enhanced literacy experience. Each of these skills develop through a learning
progression taught in first-time instruction or revisited through intervention.
Region 4 offers these two guidebooks to help teachers identify where their students are in the continuum of
reading and writing. And, importantly, these guidebooks provide information on where teachers should take
their instruction to help students progress positively along that continuum.

Reading Guidebook

Pathways to Reading Comprehension
This resource is a guidebook for reading, with a focus on students
in Kindergarten through Grade 5. Developed to be concise and
compact, Pathways to Reading Comprehension provides teachers
easy-to-use instructional targets in the areas of
• phonological awareness,
• word analysis,
• levels of fluency,
• facets of vocabulary, and
• comprehension skills.
Each section features a continuum on the development of the skill, which provides guidance on
where to begin instruction and how to build toward effective reading comprehension.
A set of 5 guidebooks is available for $20. Product ID: 501-1922

Writing Guidebook

Written Composition in Motion
This teacher guidebook can be used to determine instruction
and intervention targets when working with students in Kindergarten
through Grade 5. The areas covered in this resource include
• mechanics/handwriting,
• word study,
• levels of fluency,
• facets of vocabulary,
• composition, and
• conventions.
This resource provides a continuum on the development of each skill, which guides the educator
on where to begin instruction and how to build toward effective written composition.
A set of 5 guidebooks is available for $25. Product ID: 501-1922

Order these resources online using the corresponding product IDs at region4store.com.
For more information, or to schedule customized professional development, e-mail reading@esc4.net.
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